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IN THIS ISSUE

Waste. Can’t live with it, can’t live without it. Waste manage-
ment is one of the thorniest issues facing remote

communities. It also happens to be the topic that has the great-
est impact on outsiders visiting people out bush. Unlike more
seemingly specialized subjects like energy and housing, opinions
on waste management are easy to hear from all kinds of people.
The simplest is that rubbish should be cleared up. 
But we all know that the subject of waste management in remote
communities is far more technical and more complex than it
seems. If it was that easy, then why have so few communities
really conquered the subject? The answer lies not in quick fixes
along the lines of ‘dig a hole and bury the stuff’ but in a more
informed understanding of what are the priorities for communi-
ties and what are the options available to them. Setting aside
urban notions of tidiness and cleanliness is also helpful, whilst
not losing sight of the very real dangers that poor waste manage-
ment presents to health. 
In this issue, our feature article is about waste. Our waste
management specialist at CAT, Trish Morrow, takes us through
the subject from square one, being clear about the jargon and the
technical terms and then showing some examples of approaches
that some communities have taken. Given that waste manage-
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ment efforts down the years have been littered with failure, we
bring you a re-introduction to the subject here, with a promise of
more later. 
Stick with us or, better still, let CAT know if you have any expe-
riences with waste management that others might like to know
or if you would like to talk with us about your situation.

Steve Fisher
Group Manager, CAT 

FRONT COVER — MAIN PHOTO: MANAGING WASTE IS A CHALLENGE IN REMOTE AREAS. SEE STORY ON

PAGES 6 TO 9. INSET PHOTO: CHILDREN DANCING AT THE CEREMONY MARKING THE HANDOVER OF THE

LAND TITLE FOR THE BANA MINDILJI LEASE. SEE STORY PAGES 14 AND 15.
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ANN: A key element of the Cape York
Peninsula Plan was resourcing for the
establishment of sub-regional land and
sea management units. There are 13 sub-
regions identified around Cape York
Peninsula. Through the first phase, nine
sub-regional centres were funded.
The Cape York Peninsula Plan was the
first regional plan to operate in Australia.
The $40m Cape York National Heritage
Plan phase 1 package evolved from the
Cape York Heads of Agreement process.
Traditional owners, pastoralists and con-
servation groups recognised each other’s
right to exist on Cape York Peninsula.
Our land and sea management units are
made up of a coordinator, community
rangers and a steering committee or coun-
cil of elders. These community members
are traditional owners who have connec-
tion to country within our sub-regions.
Our units operate on a model of strict
accountability to large numbers of tradi-
tional land owners residing in our
communities and on the homelands. This
requires consultation with traditional
owners on a daily basis, which is chal-
lenging and takes up a lot of time. This

point when wanting to speak to tradi-
tional owners from the different
homelands.  We’re pretty wide spread;
some homelands are over 100 km away
from Coen. Before our unit got estab-
lished it was really difficult for ATSIC,
CYLC and other agencies that want to
come in and meet with the traditional
owners. We needed a central point; this
unit is that point of contact. Anything to
do with land and sea issues is dealt
through this unit. 
It makes the people proud because this is
something that the traditional owners
really wanted. You got this identity here.
The people can actually say ‘we own this
unit’ and this is something that is going to
work for us. It portrays our aspirations,
our dreams, our visions for what we want,
how we’re going to manage our home-
lands, our communities, where we are
going in the future. 
I was the chairperson of the Cape York
Land Council before I was offered the
position of executive director of the
Council. Holding that position was a priv-
ilege. I was the first ever, female
chairperson and then executive director
for the Cape York Land Council. Posi-
tions that men dominated. Our culture
taught me that men talk about land issues,
not women. It’s the men who talk about
that sort of thing, but I always believed
that it’s the Indigenous women who are
the backbone of our families and commu-
nities. When the coordinator position was
advertised in Coen, I took it as an oppor-
tunity to apply and to go back home and
take what I’ve learnt back to my commu-
nity and to use the knowledge in
developing a natural and cultural resource
management plan for the homelands
within the Coen sub-region. 

This is a more hands-on job. I’m doing
things out on country, like going to the
homelands with traditional owners,
checking out fishing boats that shouldn’t
be in our waters or are coming in too
close to the homelands, through to nego-
tiating with ministers on other issues, like
how they can provide better services for
Coen.
ADRIAN: A few minutes ago we were
comparing Queensland with the Northern
Territory, where they have the Northern
Territory Land Rights Act so our people
have an opportunity to be on boards of
national parks and have their say on
protecting sites, which is important for
maintaining culture and heritage. You
mentioned that Queensland is a bit
behind the times?
ANN: We are behind. The bottom line is
that parks make the final decision even

requirement is central to our operations
and is a foundational prerequisite for the
long-term sustainability and effectiveness
of our land and sea management units.
The decision-makers who direct the prior-
ities and operations of our offices are
traditional land owners.
The Coen Land & Sea Management Unit
covers a large area, about 350,000 ha,
taking in Chuula homelands in the north,
Meripah to the west, Stoney Creek to Port
Stewart in the east, and Glen Garland in
the south. In this area there are six
language groups with different ideas and
dreams for development towards self-
management. These ideas range from
cultural initiatives to tourism; cattle;
aquaculture which includes fishing, cray
fish, oysters; horticulture like bush
tucker; tea tree and timber, as well as art
and craft.
ADRIAN: So the Land & Sea Unit is a
central point for people to meet and
discuss these important issues.
ANN: Yes it is. The purpose of this unit
was primarily for traditional owners to
start focusing on homeland management
and for other agencies to have a contact
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Planning for land and sea

Land and sea management units are supporting traditional land
owners in nine sub-regions of Cape York Peninsula, Queensland. In

this interview, Ann Creek explains how the units came about and what
they do. Ann is coordinator of the Land and Sea Management Unit for
the Coen sub-region, which gives a voice to six major clan groups living
on eight homelands. Three are by the sea and five are inland. Land
tenure is under a variety of leases.

Adrian Shaw, radio producer at CAT, recorded an interview with Ann in
the small town of Coen, where the Land and Sea Management Unit is
based. Adrian produces Our Place, a radio segment broadcast on Indige-
nous radio stations across Australia. Ann also spoke to Our place
magazine.

COEN MAIN STREET.



though you have good ideas and our
people go to meetings and you can talk
and talk but nothing changes. The consti-
tution needs to change at the State level
for us to have equal rights in park
management.
The good thing about Cape York is that
for the majority of land tenures in Cape
York, native title hasn’t been extin-
guished. We have the privilege of saying
that when we go on to country, native title
still exists. That’s one of the reasons why
agencies, especially government agencies,
are coming in and sitting down and talk-
ing to our people now. We still have a long
way to go, especially in achieving joint
management of national parks. We want
to see management of the parks
controlled by traditional owners. Where a
majority of the people that sit on that
board are traditional owners, and their
views and aspirations are heard and
implemented.
We have a lot of agencies that do come in
and assist us.  Balkanu* is one of these
agencies that does a lot of work in helping
our people. It’s really good that we’ve got
an organisation to help us develop enter-
prises, for our homelands, away from the
welfare system, to be able to support
themselves. Homelands are looking at
economic development. We’re really
happy that we’ve got an excellent working
relationship with Balkanu and partner-
ships. Sonny (Levers) from CAT has been
coming up and visiting us and going out
to the homelands and a lot of our home-
lands have got solar panels to run their
equipment. Our unit is doing a lot of
negotiations with other agencies for the
traditional owners and I think that’s a big
plus. We’ve never had that before where
our clan groups are all represented on our
steering committee and discussions are
made as a collective for Coen.

ADRIAN: Can you tell me about the
photographs on display here at the
Culture Centre?
ANN: These photos were taken in the
1920s at Yintjingga (Port Stewart). These
are just beautiful photographs of our
people when they went out hunting and
gathering. They look so strong and
healthy compared to some of our people
today. Because of the alcohol and drug
abuse that’s happened over a period of
time, our population has slowly declined.
But just looking at some of the photo-
graphs here of the men and women
making the bark canoes, climbing trees to
cut the bark, and the fishing nets that they
made, you can see how proud, strong and
healthy they are. I enjoy working in this
environment and I look at these photos
everyday. It reminds me that, even though
our people had to struggle to survive and
look for work, they were healthy and they
were happy. I think that’s something that
we need to focus on, in getting our people
back onto their country.
*Balkanu Cape York Development Corp-
oration, http://www.balkanu.com.au/ 

Epenarra council member Nelson Casson
requested the training and joined the
group. The ATSIC office at Tennant Creek
provided funds to buy materials.
The community had set aside a tin shed
for training and, on arrival, Robin Stead-
man built work benches. Clouds of dust
blown in from the bare ground of the
footy oval behind the shed made working
conditions difficult but did not stifle the
enthusiasm of the group. Over the three
weeks of training, eight new beds took
shape and six were completed. Eight men
received certificates of attainment.
In Ali Curung, the training group asked if
the technology could be adapted to build
double beds. Having seen the potential of
basic skills in welding, trainees also
brought in broken beds to repair. During
the five weeks of training, eight beds were
made and a dozen were fixed. One of the
two women in the group was among the
keenest welders.

New skills in
practical project 
Students at Epenarra and Ali Curung in

Central Australia were able to achieve
a very practical outcome during recent
training.
They made new beds, or repaired old
ones, while gaining skills in welding,
design and construction.
With a three-week training program
coming up at Epenarra Outstation,
lecturer Robin Steadman was looking for
a practical project that would demon-
strate the benefits of learning new skills.
He made a prototype, single bed with a
chicken wire base in the Education and
Training Workshop at CAT. With a hardy
design and materials cost of less than
$100, this was a product that would be
useful to people in remote communities.
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NEW BEDS WERE THE TANGIBLE OUTCOME OF TRAINING AT EPENARRA OUTSTATION.

TRAINING IN WELDING AT EPENARRA.



Home
ownership
dream
ATSIC is a major lender for people

seeking to purchase their own home.
Last financial year ATSIC lent a record
$60 million to Indigenous people keen to
purchase their own property.  
The ATSIC Home Ownership Program
aims to assist people who don’t fit the
criteria of the banks.
Since ATSIC took over management of
the home loans program, more than 5000
loans have been approved, assisting
18,000 Indigenous Australians.
However, there are more than 700 people
on waiting lists.
The scheme can only lend what it makes.
Any money made from loan repayments
and interest is simply re-invested back
into the program. There is no call on
taxpayers.
Currently just 32% of Indigenous
Australians enjoy the benefits of home
ownership. ATSIC is endeavoring to
increase this to 40% by 2010. 

The works took about four weeks to
complete and cost just $35,000.
The one kilometre road from the commu-
nity to the airstrip was re-formed and
drained. A causeway was constructed
over the creek, using 3% cement
stabilised material excavated from the
crossing, with a graded rock base. Large
rocks were used as a breakwater to reduce
erosion along the edge of the causeway.
Vegetation within the boundary fence of
the airstrip was cleared or cut back and a
hard standing area was established to

reduce the risk of planes becoming
bogged.
At the rubbish tip, earth bunds (mounds)
were established on the uphill side of the
dump to deflect floodwaters away from
the pit.
Ngallagunda men, Alfie White and Paul
Ryder, were employed by Kimberley
Regional Aboriginal Economic Corpora-
tion on the works. CAT Derby encourages
contractors to provide an employment
opportunity and on-the-job training to
people from local communities. 

Ngallagunda
airstrip upgrade

Access to the community airstrip at
Ngallagunda in the West Kimberley is

much better this wet season, following
repairs to the access road and a creek
crossing.
When CAT Derby visited Ngallagunda
Community (also known as Gibb River
Station) in September 2001, members of
the community council spoke about prob-
lems that the community had been facing
for years. 
During the wet season, residents could
not use the airstrip because the creek
crossing was too deep when in flood, and
the access road became very boggy and
was often under water. The airstrip
needed work to clear sightlines for pilots
and create a hard standing patch for the
planes.
The annual heavy rains also led to prob-
lems at the rubbish dump Water flowed
into the rubbish pit from the side of a hill.
The Ngallagunda Community had the
funds for the airstrip work and the coun-
cil asked CAT to help out with project
management. Marc Seidel prepared a cost
estimate for the other work and applied to
ATSIC for the funds. On receiving a letter
of offer, CAT went to tender for the
works. The Kimberley Regional Aborigi-
nal Economic Corporation, based in
Kununurra, won the contract and
completed the work by the end of
September 2002. 

The Northern Territory Government is to
provide $300,000 for planning.

The DPC Association plans to improve
and integrate the delivery of education
and training to Aboriginal people in the
desert region. It arose from recognition of
significant gaps. The Centre will focus on
a full complement of courses, across the
whole range of needs. It will offer some of
these programs but also will bridge to
other providers.

The Association was formed by represen-
tatives from the management boards of
Batchelor and CAT. Gatjil Djerrkura
(chair), Rose Kunoth Monks (deputy
chair), Veronica Arbon (director), and
council members Harold Furber and
Jenny Kroker, represented Batchelor.

James Bray (chair), Bruce Walker (direc-
tor), and board members Jennie Liddle,
Noel Hayes and Howard Smith, repre-
sented CAT.

The Association is Aboriginal governed
and the proposal comes from wide discus-
sion with Aboriginal people. The
management board has an Indigenous
chair and there will be a majority of
Indigenous people on all committees and
boards.
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Milestone for
Desert Peoples
Centre
The inaugural meeting of the Associa-

tion establishing the Desert Peoples
Centre was held on 13 December. The
Association will drive the development of
a $30 million learning centre in the Desert
Knowledge Precinct, south of the Gap in
Alice Springs.
The Desert Peoples Centre Association is
a joint venture of CAT and Batchelor
Institute of Indigenous Tertiary Education
(BIITE). Mr Harold Furber was elected as
chairperson of the management board.
The first meeting was a milestone in a
project that has been a long-term dream
for several of the founders, including Mr
James Bray, CAT Chairperson.  But the
work is only just beginning, he cautioned.
“The DPC is not just a set of buildings
that ‘’will tread lightly on the land’. It is a
new way of working with Aboriginal
people. Developing the curriculum, and
delivering information and communica-
tion technology is just as urgent as
planning for the new buildings.”

COUNCIL MEMBER ALFIE WHITE INSPECTS THE NGALLAGUNDA CREEK CROSSING PRIOR TO THE

BUILDING OF A CEMENT-STABILISED SOIL CAUSEWAY.



Waste management is an issue for
communities all over Australia,

whether they are in the desert or the
tropics. Why do so many communities
have problems with waste manage-
ment? Why is the same scenario played
out in many different communities?
Partly it is because waste management
is not a high priority in many communi-
ties. Funds are scarce and communities
suffer from a host of social, environ-
mental and health problems. Money
spent on maintaining a rubbish dump
might be funds diverted from recreation
programs for young people affected by
petrol sniffing. Or spending on new
rubbish bins may lead to cutbacks in a
nutrition program at the women’s
centre.
The link between waste and health may
not be apparent to people in remote
communities. In addition, there are chal-
lenges facing council staff in remote
communities that are never experienced
by landfill operators in the capital cities.
Another factor is that waste management
is not seen as something which Indige-
nous people do for themselves. Rather, it
is seen as a service which the council
should provide. Sometimes community

it’s not well managed.  Rubbish can be a
waste of money. It also can impact on the
environment, on the ability of people to
care for their country. Waste can be
ignored but, if it’s not biodegradable, it
won’t go away. Most importantly, waste is
related to health. 

Waste management in
remote areas
Waste management can cause difficulties
in remote areas or in desert environments.
One of the special challenges to Indige-
nous communities is setting up adequate
waste disposal facilities for temporary
settlements such as sorry camps or gath-
erings for men’s business.1 Emergencies
resulting from flooding also present prob-
lems for waste disposal. Some Indigenous
communities are located in desert regions
where there is no suitable cover material
for landfills (e.g. rocky areas or
outcrops).2

Many communities have no means of
compacting their waste.3 Other chal-
lenges in remote communities include
lack of water for mopping or hosing
down, extreme weather conditions affect-
ing litter and limited availability of waste
collection vehicles.4

Recycling is very difficult for most remote
communities, especially in Central
Australia. The costs of transport (to facto-
ries for processing) may be prohibitive
and, in the more remote areas, there is no
collection infrastructure in place.5 There
are no facilities for processing waste
engine oil from vehicles or other equip-
ment. This becomes a problem waste

residents participate in cleanup activities
when there is a financial incentive such as
CDEP or a prize being donated for the
cleanest home and yard. Programs to
improve waste management in communi-
ties tend to be initiated by the council
clerk or CDEP coordinator. These
programs tend to be government-funded. 
The link between waste management and
health is discussed below, as well as the
challenges facing people in remote areas
who are trying to manage their waste with
limited funds. If waste management in
remote communities is to improve and the
challenges are to be overcome, then waste
management must be seen as a priority by
Indigenous people themselves. The
purpose of this article is to provide infor-
mation about the consequences of poor
waste management, so people can make
an informed decision about whether they
want to make waste management a higher
priority in the future. Examples of two
communities who have made waste
management a priority are included here. 

Rubbish – a waste of money
Waste matters because it impacts on the
limited budget available to Indigenous
communities, sometimes diverting scarce
resources from other essential services, if
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Responding to the challenges
of waste management 
by Trish Morrow

REUSABLE/RECYCLABLE WASTE AT DJUGERARI HAS BEEN SET ASIDE TO PREVENT IT FROM BEING CONTAMINATED BY PUTRESCIBLE WASTES.



which may cause water pollution or land
contamination. The US Environmental
Protection Agency claims that one litre of
used oil has the ability to pollute up to
one million litres of drinking water.6 And
waste oil contains known carcinogens.
Disposal of wastes from clinics also may
be a problem if there are no facilities
available for high-temperature incinera-
tion.7

Problem wastes in remote communities
include disposable nappies, which carry
infections, and dog faeces.8 In communi-
ties with unfenced rubbish tips especially,
mobs of dogs getting into bins and the tip
can spread litter all over the ground from
one end of the community to the other. 
The costs of landfill operation in many
remote communities are excessive. Many
councils see abandoned cars as a problem.
Discarded electrical goods and building
demolition wastes also are increasing.9
Fuel drums are accumulating in some
communities.10,11 Some of the building
waste in communities has been found to
contain asbestos.12 Litter often is a prob-
lem, especially around takeaway food
outlets. Enforcing regulations can be a
challenge.13

The impact of rubbish   
While the link between waste and health
is clearly documented for many situations
in developing countries,14 few waste-
related epidemiological studies have been
carried out in remote Australia. However
it is evident that lack of disposal facilities
for putrescible wastes in humid areas is a
problem which can encourage vermin
(and spread diseases), which may consti-
tute a fire hazard or which can lead to
breeding grounds for bacteria and para-
sites.15 The Australian Institute of Health
and Welfare report The Health and
Welfare of Australia’s Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander Peoples16 asserts
that: “Infections, and parasitic diseases
are more common when people ... don’t
have access to … proper waste removal.
These diseases can then lead to malnutri-
tion, and serious conditions such as
rheumatic heart disease and kidney
disease.”
Solid waste disposal has also been linked
to a number of other significant health-
related issues in Indigenous communities
such as injuries from broken glass,
contamination of food or of drinking
water supplies, suffocation of children
from playing with plastic bags, fire
hazards, and injuries from slipping on wet
waste materials.17

Burning waste in a 44-gallon drum near a
home can lead to children breathing in the
fumes from burning plastic. Burning PVC
can lead to the production of dioxins,
some of the most toxic chemicals known
to humanity.
Diseases and parasites which can be
spread by inadequate rubbish control
include shigella, salmonella and staphylo-

Reducing, reusing and recycling
at Ltyentye Apurte

Recycling has really taken off at Ltyentye Apurte (Santa Teresa) south of Alice
Springs. The community store has introduced a ten cent deposit on plastic drink
bottles. The store accepts the bottles, refunds deposits and stockpiles the contain-
ers for recycling. After five years of operation, about 90% of the community’s PET
bottles are going to the store. Aluminium cans also are recycled.21

Interestingly, the majority of the funds collected from the return of plastic bottles
and aluminium cans do not go to the community residents themselves. The
Catholic Church participates in the recycling scheme and raises approximately
$2500 per year from recycling, which goes to CARITAS for disaster relief or
development projects overseas.22

Recyclable materials are stored in wire cages that are converted from old tree
guards from previous tree-planting projects. The wire cages are located at the
community store and at various locations including some people’s homes. The
wire cages are periodically emptied into plastic rubbish bags and loaded onto the
back of a ute belonging to the Catholic Church. The recyclable materials are
stored in large wheat bales at the old power station.23 The bottles and cans are
backloaded by an independent South Australian transport company.

Apart from the church group’s recycling scheme, there are a few individuals,
mainly children, who collect recyclable containers and return them to the store for
a refund.24 When the scheme first commenced, residents could receive refunds in
the form of drinks or icy poles. However it was found that people preferred a
refund in cash which can be spent on food at the store when a sizable quantity of
containers has been accumulated. 

Since the introduction of the recycling scheme at Santa Teresa, the community’s
litter problem has decreased substantially and the environmental health impacts
from burning plastic have been greatly reduced. However the scheme is not
running at a profit,25 and any other communities interested in following Santa
Teresa’s example need to be aware that they may lose money. 
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coccal food poisoning, tetanus, skin infec-
tions, trachoma, hepatitis A, gastro-
enteritis, hookworm and threadworm.18

Cuts or injuries from rusty tins can result
in tetanus infections. 

In humid areas, landfills may be subject to
flooding and this may encourage
mosquito breeding. Waste tyres and
disused containers lying around on the
ground may contribute to the spread of
mosquito-borne illnesses. There are six
different mosquito-borne viruses which
are a threat to public health in Australia:
Dengue Fever, Ross River virus, Murray
Valley (Australian) Encephalitis, Kunjin,
Japanese Encephalitis and Barmah Forest
virus.19 Waste disposal sites have been
found to act as temporary or permanent
mosquito breeding sites in the area
covered by the Shire of Ngarryatjaraku in
Western Australia, for example, but the
impact of Ross River virus on communi-
ties in this area is not yet clear.20

Identifying the priority areas 
So if waste matters, then what are the
priority areas to address? Is litter really a
big problem? The short answer is no.
Most litter consists of mainly plastic and
paper, which is fairly innocuous from a
health point of view. However, broken
glass bottles are a problem. And litter
often includes putrescible wastes from
food preparation, and these can spread
diseases. Disposable nappies are a real
problem; the possibilities of spreading
disease from them are enormous. Some-
times they are flushed down the toilet
where they clog up the plumbing and
cause the toilet to overflow. Dog faeces
can also spread disease, especially in
places where people walk barefoot and
places where kids play. 

Medical wastes from a clinic can cause
severe health problems. Syringes (used by
diabetics) can cause needlestick injuries if
they are dropped on the ground and possi-
bly transfer HIV and Hepatitis B. Toxic
wastes such as paint, pesticides and their
containers, and broken car batteries leak-
ing acid are also problem wastes and their
management should be given priority over
litter control.

Given the many challenges facing remote
communities, can waste management be
improved or will we continue to see plas-
tic being burnt in 44-gallon drums,
inadequate waste collection vehicles and
lack of interest in waste as a priority?
Some communities have embraced the
challenges and are making a difference.
Two case studies are documented in the
boxes here. If you would like to discuss
waste management issues affecting your
community, please telephone Trish
Morrow on (08) 8951 4337.

Education and Training for
waste reduction at Ikuntji

CAT Education and Training staff have been asked to provide training to a very
enthusiastic community at Ikuntji. People are learning how to weld steel frames for
wheelie bin holders and how to construct concrete plinths. Community members
also will learn about the health hazards involved in burning waste, and about
recycling. 

Ikuntji Community at Haasts Bluff has secured
funding from the Australian Greenhouse Office to
prevent rubbish burning by purchasing and
providing wheelie bins to members of the commu-
nity. A new landfill area has been cleared at some
distance from the community and there are plans
to ‘clean up’ communal areas by removing Buffel-
grass, Mossman River Grass and Athel Pine. A
waste management team has been formed to
make sure that the cleanup activities are not just
a ‘one-off’ but that waste at Ikuntji community
continues to be appropriately managed. 

Already, a prototype of the plinth for the wheelie
bins has been constructed, and a trailer for
emptying the bins. 

There are many ways in which CAT
works with communities to improve

waste management. One example is
research into different types of waste
bins. The results of a trial of different
waste bins will feed into work with
other communities and may lead to

improvements in bin design or changes
to training courses. 
In Western Australia, CAT is working to
upgrade landfills in many different
communities. These communities include
Djugerari, Koorabye and Kadjina. As
project manager in road and airstrip
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CHALLENGES OF WASTE MANAGEMENT

How CAT can work on waste 

KADJINA’S NEW LANDFILL TRENCH HAS BEEN CONSTRUCTED WITH ADEQUATE SPACE TO ALLOW VEHICLES

TO DRIVE DOWN BOTH SIDES. THE TRENCH METHOD OF LANDFILLING IS IDEAL FOR SMALL COMMUNITIES

IN DESERT REGIONS, BUT IS NOT SUITABLE FOR TROPICAL REGIONS IN THE TOP END, WHERE THE

TRENCHES FILL WITH WATER.

WHEELIE BIN HOLDER.
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2 Robert Eacott, personal
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3 Robert Eacott.
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c1983.

15 Cairncross and Feachem, c1983.
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Communities. A Training Manual for
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of Environmental Health, Health
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Church, personal communication, 11
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23 Kevin Hoare. 
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Community Store, personal
communication 12 November 2002. 

25 Michael Alleman.

construction, CAT is able to secure reduc-
tions in price for the mobilisation of
equipment such as backhoes or front end
loaders. This equipment is used for main-
tenance of landfills, for digging trenches
or covering full trenches with cover mate-
rials, as well as in some cases clearing
land for new rubbish tips. Costs associ-
ated with landfill management can be
greatly reduced.
CAT staff plan to carry out more research
into waste management. For example,
research into attitudes and beliefs relating
to waste and the demand for waste
management services in different commu-
nities. Why is it, for example, that some
communities are tidier than others? What
types of problems do different communi-
ties experience? What could be the
solution to these problems? If you would
like to talk with us about waste in your
community then we would like to hear
from you! Together we can investigate
different solutions. 
Perhaps you are interested in investigating
the feasibility of composting. CAT could
help you with this. Are there better ways
of managing your landfill or rubbish tip?
This is a question that CAT could investi-
gate, together with you. We could look at
ways of transporting waste from outside
homes to the rubbish tip, using different
waste collection vehicles. The information
we obtain from working together with
your community could feed into policy to
enable sustained improvements to be
made for every community throughout
your state or territory, or Australia-wide. 
For more information about any of the
CAT waste management projects, please
telephone Trish Morrow on (08) 8951
4337.

Recycling scrap spare parts
into creative arts

Students at Batchelor Institute of Indigenous Tertiary Education in Alice Springs
are carrying out their own form of recycling, converting all kinds of waste materi-
als into brilliant artworks. 

Left: Peggy Poulson of Nyirrpi constructed this camel from speargrass and recy-
cled wire. This was made as part of an art workshop organised jointly by Batchelor
Institute and Waltja Tjutangku Palyapayi Aboriginal Corporation. The two-dimen-
sional camel builds on a tradition of two-dimensional artworks on canvas. 

Right: This beautiful kangaroo, made by Suzie Prince from Iwantja Art at
Indalkana, is fabricated from recycled inner tubes from car tyres. It was produced
as part of a sculpture module in Batchelor Institute’s Certificate 2 in Art and Craft. 

Many recycled materials can be used for making artworks. For example, recycled
paper pulp is used for making sculptures. Sometimes this is mixed with spear-
grass. Car bodies can be used for making metal sculptures.
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CHALLENGES OF WASTE MANAGEMENT

DJUGERARI LANDFILL TRENCH IS CONSTRUCTED

VERY CLOSE TO THE LANDFILL’S FENCE ON ONE

SIDE. THIS MAKES IT IMPOSSIBLE FOR VEHICLES

TO ACCESS THE TRENCH FROM BOTH

DIRECTIONS.



Outside public buildings, such as the
Alice Springs Hospital, and around

homes across the town, garden beds are
being finished with a dark, organic
mulch. Native plants in the mix, such as
acacias and ti tree, bring a pleasant,
earthy perfume. The mulch has been
pasteurised to kill weed seeds and
bacteria. It retains water; a priority in
the dry Centre, and helps prevent a
build up of salts in these fragile soils. 
Lucky Derrington and Justin Presley are
rightly proud of the product they make.
They sell the mulch, at $60 cubic metre,
direct to the public. Customers back in
their trailer or truck to be loaded. They
also bag mulch for supply to retail outlets,
and orders for bales are coming in from
remote communities.
Lucky and Justin say they are always glad
to see a customer make their way up the
road beyond the tip, where Alice Springs
Organic Recycling Centre set up business
in mid 2002. Customer service adds vari-
ety to the work and sales are vital.
Currently there are three designated
Indigenous jobs and a manager, but the
business will, in time, sustain up to six
jobs.
The organic recycling venture is one arm
of Indigenous Landscapes NT. The other
is a landscaping business. Much of its
work has been in remote communities as
part of National Aboriginal Health Strat-
egy community upgrades. ILNT has

Lucky Derrington was working on the
road maintenance crew for the Town
Camps when a job came up at the Organic
Recycling Centre. Since then, Lucky has
been trained to drive an excavator and a
front-end loader, and soon will have his
truck driver’s license. Whether he stays
with the mulch business or moves on,
Lucky knows that getting his tickets to
drive the heavy machinery will stand him
in good stead. Lucky is a neat operator,
manager Bill Pechey comments, as he
watches him fill a bale with the wide
mouth of an excavator.
Bill thinks the quality of the mulch,
processed to Australian industry stan-
dards, and their customer service gives
the business an edge. It’s the only local
product and the price is appealing. At $66
a bale, it’s two-thirds of the price of other
processed organic mulches, which are
trucked in from interstate.
The Alice Springs Organic Recycling
Centre aims to break even or make a
profit within a year of operation.
However, start-up capital was needed to
begin.
Tangentyere Council and Alice Springs
Town Council applied as partners for
funding for a business feasibility study.
Environment Australia funded the study
and the purchase of machinery from its
Recycled Organics Initiative. 
With a business plan in place, Organic
Recycling received seed funding under the
Commonwealth Regional Assistance
Programme (RAP). The set-up costs of
the business were high, and this grant
continues to assist the cash flow while
sales and income grow to offset the costs
of wages, fuel, tools and machinery.
The Town Council had estimated that up
to 30% of ‘waste’ arriving at the Alice
Springs landfill is reusable organic mate-
rial. Now, organic materials are separated
from other waste and trucked to the
Organic Recycling Centre. 
There the materials are placed in the Tub
Grinder, which can grind everything from
grass clippings to heavy branches. The
mulch is stacked in huge windrows,
which are sprinkled with water to begin
the composting process. Mulch is
pasteurised by exposing it to temperatures
greater than 55°C for at least three weeks.
The windrows are turned at least three
times to ensure all mulch is exposed to
high humidity and temperatures. This
process kills weed seeds and pathogens
that can kill plants.
Sometimes, rotten fruit falls in with citrus
cuttings, Justin says, and then the smell of
the grindings can be a bit high. The
pasteurised mulch, even on a huge scale,
has a pungent but pleasing smell. Collect-
ing the mulch and chatting to the workers
could be the best part of a gardener’s day.

– Kathie Rea
For more information telephone the Alice
Springs Organic Recycling Centre on
0419 833 646.

involved local CDEP groups and provided
accredited training, which builds local
knowledge to maintain the landscaping
projects.

Justin has worked for Indigenous Land-
scapes for four years. Few landscaping
jobs come in over the summer so Justin
moved across to the recycling business.
He expects to go back to the landscaping
side in March. He prefers landscaping for
the variety and greater challenge, but was
happy enough to find out about the
mulch-making business.

Justin has completed certificates 1, 2 and
3 in Horticulture; one certificate a year
over three years. It seemed a long slog at
times but the subject interested him and
he knew he stood a good chance of getting
a job at Indigenous Landscapes when he
finished.  The likelihood of a job gave him
the incentive to keep up his studies. Justin
is interested in going on to study the
certificate 4 in Landscaping but will prob-
ably wait until his two small children are
a little older.

Indigenous Landscapes NT is an enter-
prise of Tangentyere Council, one of
several set up to provide high quality busi-
ness services, and employment and
training for local Aboriginal people.
Tangentyere provides services and
programs for Aboriginal Town Camp
communities in Alice Springs. The Coun-
cil supports 1,500 Aboriginal people on
18 town camps.
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A LIVELIHOOD LESS ORDINARY

LUCKY DERRINGTON (LEFT) AND JUSTIN PRESLEY PACK THE FIRST BALE OF MULCH, ONE OF 30
TRUCKED TO YUENDUMU FOR USE IN A CDEP PROJECT. SINCE THIS PHOTO WAS TAKEN, THEY HAVE

WELDED A FRAME FOR MORE EFFICIENT PACKING OF WOOL BALES. WINDROWS OF PASTEURIZING MULCH

CAN BE SEEN AT LEFT.

A job to be proud of



A picture of the future

What would it look like if Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander people had the capacity to effectively manage

the delivery of services to their communities at the local and
regional level such that their needs were met and their liveli-
hoods were sustainable?

Jane Lynch asked the question and drew ‘a picture of the
future’ (see below) in CAT’s submission to the Federal Parlia-
ment’s ‘Inquiry into Capacity Building in Indigenous
communities’.
“A possible vision may be of communities of happy, healthy, safe
people, each of whom have the opportunity to reach his or her
potential, and contribute their individual skills and strengths to
their own, and the community’s, wellbeing. What would this
picture of the future look like? What would individuals, families,
community organisations and government agencies and depart-
ments be doing?
• Communities have appropriate services, which fulfil the

expressed needs of their residents.
• Roles and responsibilities of community members, community

organisations and external agencies and departments are
clearly defined and have been agreed upon by all parties. 

• Community members, community organisations and agencies
and departments have access to the skills, resources and
support structures to be able to fulfil these responsibilities.

• There are competent people in government departments and
agencies who are good communicators, flexible and innovative
in their thinking, able to listen to people’s needs and have
authority to make decisions.

• Government departments and agencies communicate with
each other. They are aware of what other agencies are doing
and are taking a ‘whole of government approach’ to programs
and projects. 

• Government programs and projects are flexible enough to
respond to people’s actual (not perceived) needs. Community
people have the information and capacity to decide which
programs they want to be delivered in their community and
which they don’t.

• There is appropriate and timely access to information and

Organisational success stories
The CAT submission states that resources need to be provided in
such a way that people’s existing strengths and resources are
complemented as opposed to compensating for deficits. An
important principle is that community members have their own
agenda, which may or may not be in accordance with the agenda
of external departments.
“In organising events such weddings and funerals community
people often display excellent organisational capacity. People are
able to work together such that they can access the resources to
cater for sometimes hundreds of people, provide a venue, music,
transport, organise for money to be pooled to pay all aspects of
the event, as well as providing for the special needs of the elderly,
disabled and children. These events are often organised under
difficult circumstances and from remote locations. Often people
source food and equipment required for such a function from
hundreds of kilometres away. Clearly, there are a multitude of use-
ful and potentially adaptable skills displayed in these situations.
These events are clear indicators of the capacity of people to
organise extremely well such that their aim is achieved. What
makes this situation work? A key element is motivation. Enough
people want the event to happen that they are able to organise
themselves to utilise the skills and resources available within the
community and access resources from outside the community
such that a successful event takes place. This is a clear example
of something that is the community’s agenda – not a community
organisation, agency or government department.
It is important that situations like this are recognised as ‘success
stories’ and the skills and capacity of people and the mechanisms
at work are recognised, valued, built upon and adapted to other
areas. Many of the skills required to organise a wedding are able
to be adapted and built upon to manage the delivery of services.”

For a free copy of the CAT submission, please telephone CAT on
(08) 8951 4311, or download this submission and others from
the Inquiry website at www.aph.gov.au/house/committee/atsia/
indigenouscommunities/subslist.htm.

• The House of Representatives Standing Committee on
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Affairs is to report on
strategies to assist people to better manage the delivery of serv-
ices within their communities. The Committee called for writ-
ten submissions and held public hearings across Australia. 
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ADVOCACY

COMMUNITY MEMBERS AT MARMANYA, QUEENSLAND, ARE DEVELOPING AN ANNUAL

BUDGET FOR RUNNING THEIR COMMUNITY. (LEFT TO RIGHT) HERE MICHAEL MARTIN (CAT
CAIRNS), TREVOR AGE, ROSEANNE WEBB AND PHILLIP AGE PLAY A GAME SIMULATING

INCOME AND EXPENDITURE.

good communication within and between
community members, community organisations
and government agencies and departments.

• Community leaders are ‘downward accountable’,
meaning that first and foremost they are account-
able to their community who they represent. 

• There are a variety of community organisations in
the community whose focus is to work on the
agendas of the community. They use transparent
processes and are accountable to the community.
They have access to sufficient resources, skills
and support to be ‘downward accountable’ to the
community, as well as meeting the ‘upward
accountability’ requirements of funders. 

• Programs and projects are evaluated and their
successes and failures valued and learnt from.
Evaluations are communicated effectively to all
stakeholders.

• Communities have the choice of a range of
competent service providers. 

• Opportunities for economic development that
are appropriate to the needs and resources of the
community.” 

The submission goes on to address key theme areas
and proposes strategies to address each area.



The need
Pipalyatjara Community is on the Anangu
Pitjantjatjara (AP) Lands in the north-
west of South Australia. As the first port
of call for people travelling from Western
Australia, it is something of a hub centre
on the AP Lands. However, Alice Springs,
800 km away, is the nearest service centre
for the 160 community members and 23
non-Indigenous people living there.
The Mai Wiru regional stores policy has
been has been endorsed by 17 remote
communities, including Pipalyatjara. The

most of the staff are local people. A nutri-
tion program will encourage people to
buy better food to meet their specific
dietary needs. Cooking demonstrations
are planned.

A shade shelter built near the store
quickly could become a meeting place as
people sought a place to sit out of the sun.
Soon, it would be a focal point for people
meeting at the store and a place to gather
when the store is closed or while waiting
for it to open. Add a large oven and BBQ
hot plate, and people could meet there to
cook the fresh tucker they had just
bought.

The process
Peter Kirk, Municipal Services Officer
with Pipalyatjara Community Inc, tele-
phones CAT. He talks to Ian Benjamin of
the Central Australian Regional Advisory
Team about what the community needs.
And the consultative process begins. 

The CAT Workshop has been producing
bush-hardy products for more than 20
years. During that time there have been
several projects to build bough shelters.

policy aims to lift the burden of ill health
on Anangu by ensuring continuous access
to safe, nutritious and affordable food (as
well as essential health items such as
brooms and tucker boxes) through
community stores. 

Stores must provide free cold water and
cooperate in nutrition programs. The
Community Council also bought fridges
for all houses.

Pipalyatjara Community opened its new
store in December. Murals on the store
building show Anangu ownership and
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steel
shelter

When the Pipalyatjara Community endorsed the Mai Wiru (good
food) regional stores policy for the Anangu Pitjantjatjara Lands,

they decided not only to restock the store with better food but to replace
the store building and to build a cooking facility right outside so that
people could cook the fresh meat and vegetables straight away.

A large, low maintenance shelter able to withstand strong winds, with a
wood stove large enough to cook for a community, was not likely to be
found in a catalogue. Pipalyatjara needed a custom-made solution that
came within a limited budget.



But the scale and location of this shelter
requires a different solution. Linton
Espie, Workshop supervisor, joins the
conversation to work out possibilities. 
Ian, a licensed builder, has an understand-
ing of the environment at Pipalyatjara. He
worked in the AP Lands in the mid-
nineties, where he built bough shelters
closed on one side for protection from
wind and dust. A simple structure of
wooden beams (treated against termites)
and a cross beam with a brush ceiling and
wall on one side. The brush is sandwiched
between sheets of chicken wire and sewn
through for stability. Brush serves the
purpose well but will deteriorate. 
It was an evolution of an Indigenous tech-
nology, the Wiljta, a shelter made from
available vegetation and still used on the
AP Lands by people travelling or as emer-
gency housing. The design principles of
the curved hut (closed to the prevailing
winds and open on the other side) contin-
ued with the introduction of industrial
materials. Wiljtis made from a steel frame
and covered with canvas are a common
sight on the AP Lands.
Ian prepares rough drawings for a shelter
made of steel. It should be virtually main-
tenance free. He bases it on the portal
frame; uprights, beams and a center-
piece. Load distribution through each leg
will add to strength and its capacity to
withstand winds. A wood combustion fire
box is in the centre, with a flue in the roof
directly above.

Choices and challenges
Pipalyatjara Community requests an esti-
mate that includes a six-sided fire-box and
hot plate, benches and tables, guttering
and some on site technical assistance. The
costing is encouraging and, after further
telephone consultations, Peter Kirk asks
for a full cost estimate, increasing the size

sections of the rafter assembly. As materi-
als arrive, the component parts are
manufactured.

The shelter is constructed from mainte-
nance free materials. The rafter assembly
and the hexagonal centre-piece are assem-
bled in the Workshop. The roof has a 15
degree rake. The benches have steel
frames and adonized aluminum seating. 

The fire-box and hot plate are constructed
as one unit, which means heat can be
generated under the whole BBQ plate.
This two metre by two metre unit also is
hexagonal.

Once checked, the rafter assembly is
dissembled and all components are
packed in kit form and delivered to
Pipalyatjara.

A CAT team will travel to Pipalyatjara to
provide technical advice to the construc-
tion crew, possibly a CDEP group. The
structure will be placed on a raised
plateau of rammed fill, which will act as a
barrier to dust and wind-swept litter. A
rainwater tank will harvest water off the
roof.  There will be a handy tap for cook-
ing and for people to wash their hands.

For assistance in solving technology issues
in a remote community, please telephone
the CAT offices in Central Australia (08
8951 4311), North Queensland (07 4031
0505) or North Western Australia (08
9191 2585).

For specifications and prices for CAT
Workshop products, telephone Linton
Espie at CAT on (08) 8951 4311.

Kathie Rea

Reference
Nganampa Health Council (2002) Mai
Wiru, Process and Policy: Regional Stores
Policy and associated regulations for the
Anangu Pitjantjatjara Lands, Alice
Springs.

of the shelter to ten metres in diameter. 
Pipalyatjara Community Council studies
the estimate and revised drawings for a
hexagonal steel shelter and decides to go
ahead. A contract is prepared and signed. 
Then CAT engages an Alice Springs firm
to develop the engineering design. The
design engineer advises exacting specifi-
cations for component parts, from the
weight of the steel required to withstand
the strong winds at Pipalyatjara to the size
of the bolts. The engineer also gives
manufacturing instructions; e.g. that all
joins must be fully welded. The engineer’s
specifications and drawings are the blue-
print which the skilled tradesmen in the
CAT Workshop will follow.
Building approval is required by law. The
design engineer issues a Certificate of
Structural Competency. A second opinion
is required, from a structural engineer
who is not the design engineer. The
second engineer checks the structural
calculations and certifies that these are in
accordance with the provisions of the
Building Code of Australia.
Project leader, Ian Benjamin submits an
application for building approval to the
South Australian Government, where the
computations are checked again. Pipalyat-
jara Community already has sought and
gained planning approval for the location
of the structure.

In the Workshop
Meanwhile, at the CAT Workshop, Linton
Espie and Tony Renehan have drawn up a
materials list for circulation to suppliers.
Materials may have to be brought in from
interstate and an early order will avoid
any delay in construction. CAT buys steel,
in bulk, to the engineer’s specifications.
A schedule of works is drawn up, includ-
ing a breakdown of different parts of the
structure; the BBQ, seating, the six
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TECHNOLOGY

TONY RENEHAN ATTACHES A PURLIN.

PETER HOWELL (LEFT) AND NEVILLE SATOUR WORK ON THE RAFTER ASSEMBLY IN THE CAT WORKSHOP.



In 1999, the Indigenous Land Corpo-
ration (ILC) purchased the lease of

Dawnvale station (now known as Bana
Mindilji), a 4,500ha grazing property in
the Wet Tropics World Heritage Area,
Cape York, on behalf of the traditional
owners.
In November 2000, the ILC engaged CAT
to undertake a participatory planning
process with the traditional owners. A
series of three-day workshops were held
on Bana Mindilji, as well as several
shorter workshops in Wujal Wujal, the
Aboriginal community where most of the
traditional owners live. 

During the planning process, the tradi-
tional owners identified the following
aspirations for their land.

• To have bubu that is ours, that we can
control and are responsible for, where
we can work together.

• The young people have good examples
to follow and can see a path into the
future.

ship skills and confidence, as well as the
development of practical skills. The tradi-
tional owners are coming to recognise the
many strengths and skills they have and
how these are useful for achieving their
goals for Bana Mindilji. Families are
working together and utilising the
strengths and skills of the elders and
younger people, women and men, to
achieve their goals.
Desmond Tayley was the project officer
for the CAT planning process and is
Chairperson of the Bana Mindilji Aborigi-
nal Corporation. Des has done a fantastic
job in leading the traditional owner fami-
lies in taking responsibility for their bubu.
Des is only 27 and has many other
responsibilities, including his role as
Community Councillor on Wujal Wujal
Aboriginal Council. He also recently
completed his Boilermakers’ apprentice-
ship.
Crystal Yougie, the Treasurer of Bana
Mindilji Aboriginal Corporation, has
taken on new responsibilities and her
public speaking and confidence has
increased enormously in the last two
years. Crystal gave an excellent speech at
the divestment ceremony describing the
process to date and thanking those who
had been involved.
Raelene Tayley says “Things have changed
a lot for me personally in the last couple
of years”. Raelene has taken part in the
organisational and bookkeeping training.
Amongst other things, Raelene is now
confident in using a cashbook.
Some of the elders of Bana Mindilji, such
as Frank Yougie and Alfred Smith, have
been taking a leadership role in walking
and talking their country with the trainers
and the younger men.

• The children and their children –
continuing on – know bubu; and they
know it belongs to them.

The traditional owners identified training
that would assist them in managing Bana
Mindilji and asked CAT to continue to
work with them. In February 2002, train-
ing began in land and cattle management,
bookkeeping, and running an Aboriginal
Corporation.
In 2001, the property was the subject of a
Natural Values Assessment and a Pastoral
Management report. The report found
that the property is one of the most effec-
tively managed grazing properties in the
Wet Tropics World Heritage region. The
traditional owners wish to maintain
current grazing and land management
practices in the medium term.

Leadership, confidence and
practical skills 
A lot has happened amongst the Bana
Mindilji mob in the last two years. There
have been big changes in people’s leader-
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The Bana Mindilji mob have their
bubu (land) back
The land title for the Bana Mindilji (Dawnvale) lease was handed over
to the traditional owners on 2 November 2002. This followed the incor-
poration of the Bana Mindilji Aboriginal Corporation and signing of the
deed of grant in December 2001. 
Jane Lynch (CAT Cairns) looks at how things have changed for the Bana
Mindilji people over the last couple of years.



Running an organisation
The trainers in running an organization
are Mario Cortez and Kate Prout (book-
keeping), and Margaret Pestorius
(running an Aboriginal Corporation).
The ‘Running an Aboriginal Corporation’
training group has set priorities for the
coming year. These include:
• Obtaining a grant through the local

gaming trust for computers and office
equipment

• Obtaining a grant for tools
• Building a communal dwelling to give

women cultural access to the river
• Organising a cultural holiday camp for

the kids.
Margaret also has been working closely
with Corporation treasurer Fiona Yougie.
In 2002, Fiona began a bridging course at
Cairns TAFE, which aims to prepare
Indigenous people for further study. Fiona
worked on a grant application to the local
gaming trust as part of her assessment.
Through this project, Fiona learnt new
skills and built upon existing skills in
numeracy, literacy, budgeting and using
the internet. Margaret and Fiona have
brought her TAFE teacher into this
process as a ‘value added resource’. Part
of the ‘strengths process’ is to bring in
extra resources to complement existing
resources, rather than compensating for
deficits. (see box on planning this page)

Land and cattle management
Trainers Peter Stanton, Joe Miller and
Michael Martin have been working mainly
with the men of Bana Mindilji on land and
cattle management. The traditional
owners developed a cattle business and

• Will look after both sides of the coun-
try, rainforest and open bushland

• The group will talk to the cattle
manager

• Peter Stanton will be their adviser
• The elders will get two or three younger

ones to join up with them. 
A list of jobs has been identified as the
responsibility of the Cattle Manager.
Animal husbandry and maintaining the
infrastructure is the manager’s responsi-
bility. Land management – fire, grazing,
walk and talk the country - is shared with
the land management group. The book-
keeper and manager share the keeping of
records.

Capacity building
Recently, Corporation members illus-
trated their capacity to make good
decisions according to their resources and
current abilities. They were requested to
pay a contractor through the corporation
but decided that, as many are still learning
the financial set-up, they did not yet have
the capacity to do this. Part of building
the capacity of an organisation is knowing
what you do and don’t have the resources
to do. 
CAT staff valued the opportunity to
continue working with people after a
planning project. The relationships and
trust built during the process have
enabled the training and further develop-
ment at Bana Mindilji to go well. We will
continue to support the leadership of the
Bana Mindilji mob and advocate for
longer funding cycles for projects so that
people are able to obtain the support
required to learn the skills they require to
manage their bubu in the way they want. 

land management policy, described as ‘the
real reason for the cattle business’:

1 To have a focus for land care work that
will involve people from all the tradi-
tional owner families working together;

2 So that the current balance  (2002)
between rainforest and open country is
maintained.

There is a land management group,
headed by an elder from each of the fami-
lies, currently Frank Yougie and Alfred
Smith. The land management group: 
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PROJECT BRIEF

Planning that focusses on skills and strengths
The planning process CAT undertook with the traditional owners focussed more
on people’s skills and strengths than on developing a comprehensive community
or infrastructure plan.

A principle used in this project was to be solution-focused rather than problem-
focused and to use ‘strengths based practice’. Solution-focused practice is a
social work tool developed by St Luke’s Innovative Resources. It aims to assist
people to recognise and value their strengths and solution-finding abilities. It
assists people to work out what resources they have, what the constraints on a
situation are and the steps needed to achieve their visions. Some principles
behind this practice are:

• People have the strengths and capabilities to solve their problems and are their
own best experts;

• Resources should be provided to complement people’s existing strengths and
resources rather than to compensate for deficits;

• All problems have exceptions, which give clues to solutions. For example, if the
problem is: ‘It is hard to get anything organised in our community’ (e.g. service
delivery). An exception to this is how well people organise large events such as
weddings. We then need to find out how and why and under what conditions
this exception occurs and help the community to think about how to make it
work in other situations.

The handover
ceremony

The handover ceremony on 2
November 2002 was held near the
homestead at Bana Mindilji. Around
50 people attended from around the
region. Speeches were made by
Elizabeth and Desmond Tayley and
Chrystal Yougie, representing the
traditional owners; Peter Wallace,
Chair of Wujal Council; and repre-
sentatives of CAT, ILC, Balkanu
Cape York Development Corporation
and Cape York Land Council. Some
of the Bana Mindilji kids performed
traditional dances, using woomeras
carved and painted by Gregory
Yougie, while Gregory played the
didjeridu. After the ceremony a feast
and party were held in Wujal Wujal,
with hundreds of people coming to
listen to successful local band Black
Image.



Over the last decade, an increasing
number of agencies working in

poverty reduction programs interna-
tionally have adopted the ‘Sustainable
Livelihoods Framework’ for planning
work with communities. Many
programs report dramatic changes in
their effectiveness. A typical example is
the work of the Department for Inter-
national Development of the British
Government in drought and ground-
water management in Southern Africa.
Program staff point to a complete rede-
finition of ‘the problem’ in water
through moving away from a focus on
the resource itself and towards a more
sophisticated understanding of the
people who use and need it. The nature
of water scarcity and the barriers to
people gaining access to water have
become the main thrust of their work
(DFID, 2000).

Since the Board of CAT adopted a

Starting with existing assets 
The sustainable livelihoods approach
looks at the skills, status and possessions
of people and analyses how they use those
assets to improve the quality of their lives.
It seeks to understand the interconnected-
ness of these assets and the way in which
they are deployed to meet the varied aspi-
rations and needs of people. 

An ‘asset pentagon’ (see figure 1) can be

group. It enables discussion to take place
with the group about suitable starting or
entry points for a project or program and
the impact and trade-offs involved. 
The sustainable livelihoods framework
aims to be a progressive approach to
development. It challenges the orthodoxy
which held sway for decades and contin-
ues to be the dominant model for many
agencies and companies, which might be
called a supply-side approach or ‘technol-
ogy push’. In other words, many
development interventions start with a
product, such as a generator, a mill or a
foodstuff, and then promote this as a
means of bringing modern services to
people.
Taking energy as an example, the reality
for many households without the
resources to purchase electricity is that
they rely on a combination of energy serv-
ices to meet their needs. These might
include hand-milling of grain, kerosene
lighting and a donkey cart to transport
their produce to market. A proper consid-
eration of the assets of the household
helps practitioners and the community
themselves to understand the multiple
factors which influence their energy
needs. This helps the process of choosing
a suitable approach to meeting these
needs.
Another principle of the sustainable liveli-
hoods approach is that it emphasises the
strengths of people, rather than their
needs. In particular, it aims to achieve an
analysis of those strengths which have the
potential to reduce poverty. These include
the ability of a social group to influence
policy, their access to technologies or
markets and the resources available to
them.
Figure 2 sets out the five groups of assets
and provides a description of each with an
example. In the language of the liveli-
hoods framework, assets are described as
‘capital’.
Stocks of capital described in the table
can be maintained and accumulated by
their holders. They can also decline. The
interaction between assets is very impor-
tant so, for example, a household may
choose to build up social capital as a
response to declining natural capital if
they lose access to land and have to relo-
cate to the area occupied by other family
members. Sustainability is determined by
the extent to which stocks are maintained
over time. In some analyses, environmen-
tal capital is the ultimate determinant of
sustainability. 
A key point is that the approach inte-
grates physical well-being, education,
access to technology, information and the
state of the environment as key aspects in
the ability of poor or marginalized people
to achieve sustainable livelihoods.
Each of the five capital assets needs to be
understood for its importance in a partic-
ular situation. Having analysed each one,
development interventions can then be

sustainable livelihoods approach for
the organisation as a whole, CAT has
been looking at how international
experience in the field of sustainable
livelihoods might be relevant to the
Indigenous context in Australia.  CAT
defines a sustainable livelihood as “the
range of activities that support
improved well-being through work,
enterprise and trading and that can be
maintained into the future”.

While some of the concepts within the
livelihoods framework are familiar,
application of the framework in this
country has been limited. As Steve
Fisher, CAT Group Manager explains
here, the livelihoods approach is a
means of understanding the complexi-
ties of people’s lives and incorporates
key elements that have been over-
looked by conventional planning, such
as the importance of social networks
and access to land. 

drawn for any social group, community or
household. Assets are services, resources,
skills or attributes. The point where the
lines meet in the centre of the pentagon
represents zero access to assets while the
outer limit is maximum access to assets.
So different shaped pentagons will apply
to different situations. Of course, these
will change over time. So the asset penta-
gon should be considered a dynamic
presentation of the assets of a social
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The sustainable livelihoods
approach: a path well travelled

CHOCOLATE MAKING AT ITDG FOOD PROCESSING TRAINING WORKSHOP IN PERU. PHOTO
COURTESY ITDG



Social capital Human contacts and
relationships, group
membership, clans, etc. 

Networks provide support for
using resources and information
on their location. They also
permit trading and sharing. A
good example is groundwater. 

Natural capital Natural resources such
as fuelwood, water, fruit
trees.

Access to fuel will be influ-
enced by, for example, the size
of the resource and the nature
of land ownership. 

Human capital Knowledge, skills, capac-
ity to work.

Directly relates to employment
and the ability to generate an
income.

Physical capital Basic infrastructure such
as roads, irrigation
systems, shelter, equip-
ment and tools.

End use technologies for
production rely on equipment.
Transport to market requires
roads or tracks. 

Financial capital Money for credit, savings,
pensions, etc.

Finance enables purchases to
sustain health, maintain tools,
travel in search of opportuni-
ties, etc.

Asset Description Example of application

organised in a way that builds capital
where it is needed. The aim is to assist a
social group to take advantage of oppor-
tunity, reduce constraints and realise their
livelihood potential. A general principle is
that those with access to ample assets are
more able to make positive livelihood
choices.

Making the most of assets
People seek to achieve a livelihood
outcome through making the most of
their assets. So, for example, a carpenter
will use a combination of his or her skills
and the resources, equipment and clients
available in order to make a living.
Understanding the reasons for people’s
choice of livelihood provides an opportu-
nity to reinforce those assets or features
which increase choice and flexibility.
An improved livelihood outcome will
probably include:
• More income
• Increased well-being
• Reduced vulnerability
• Improved food security
• More sustainable use of natural

resources.

through policy and institutional develop-
ment during this period. The ability of
Aboriginal people to determine policy has
had an impact on their access to these
assets.

Within the framework, structures and
processes are elements that need to be
understood and shaped to permit commu-
nities to make the most of their assets.

Bringing theory to practice 
The contribution of a provider of techni-
cal services and training such as CAT will
focus on meeting infrastructure and serv-
ice needs and enhancing the use of natural
assets in a locality. Through understand-
ing the interconnectedness of social and
human capital, we have a better chance of
helping communities make the most of
their improved natural capital, physical
and financial capital.

Currently CAT is designing a project to
develop and validate an approach to
fostering improved livelihoods in the
Australian Indigenous context.

Reference

Department for International Develop-
ment, DFID (2000) A sustainable
livelihoods approach to drought and
water security.

For a free copy of the paper A Livelihood
Less Ordinary: Applying the Sustainable
Livelihoods approach in the Australian
Indigenous context by Steve Fisher, tele-
phone CAT on (08) 8951 4311.

For further reading see page 19.

The history of Indigenous people in
Australia and the objectives of many
Aboriginal organizations would point to
the high importance of well-being as a
goal. It includes self-esteem, the sense of
control and inclusion, physical security,
health and maintenance of cultural
heritage.
People are vulnerable to a range of exter-
nal changes which affect their ability to
sustain their livelihoods and over which
they have limited or no control. The
sustainable livelihoods approach views
people as living in an environment which
is subject to trends, shock and seasonality. 
Trends are long-term changes such as
population, resources, national econom-
ics, etc. 
Shocks include ill health, disasters,
war, etc. 
Seasonality is change influenced by
the time of year, such as employment,
prices, climate factors, etc. 
In order to plan for the future, the vulner-
ability context in which people live must
be understood in relation to livelihoods.
This enables work to be planned which
reduces the negative impact of trends,
shocks and seasonality. People who are
secure will be more able to take risks and
seize opportunities than those who
consider themselves to be vulnerable. 
The final element of the sustainable liveli-
hoods approach is that of structures and
processes. These are the institutions,
organisations, policies and legislation that
influence livelihoods through shaping
access to resources and terms of trade. 
An example of particular relevance to
Aboriginal communities is access to land.
Land has been subject to great influence
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FIGURE 1: ASSET PENTAGON

FIGURE 2

NEW LIVELIHOODS IN AFRICA: PEANUT BUTTER

MAKING AT FADZAVANHU ENTERPRISES. PHOTO
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Practical
wisdom in land
use planning
Planning for Country: cross-cultural
approaches to decision-making on Aborigi-
nal lands, edited by Fiona Walsh and Paul
Mitchell

Here’s the news. You don’t have to re-
invent the wheel. A new book from
jukurrpa books, Planning for Country, is a
source of practical wisdom for people
who work with Aboriginal landowners
and managers.
The editors explain that this book arose in
response to many requests for informa-
tion about the approaches that they have
used in participatory planning. Planning
for Country is a guide to methods and
includes straight-forward explanations of
the process and opinions about how well
it works. 
A section is devoted to constraints on the
use of participatory approaches; e.g. pres-
sure to tailor ‘success’ to the values of
outsiders, confusion over private and
public benefit, the notion of ‘community’,
misuse of intellectual property, the inade-
quacy of English, ownership of records,
etc. The editors introduce the everyday
reality and provide a common-sense
approach to working with the issues.
But the great strength of this book is the
21 ‘stories about planning’ the editors
have gathered from contributors who
bring together years of practical experi-
ence in central Australia. Editor, Fiona
Walsh is also a contributor. 
These facilitators of participatory plan-
ning, Aboriginal and European, share
their expertise and methods generously.
Many raise ethical issues and are deeply
reflective of their practice. It’s an eye-
opener for the novice and there’s plenty
for the experienced facilitator to chew on. 
The stories about planning drew the inter-
est of this novice right away and I read
them first. The introductory section
draws out key points from the stories but
I’m glad I read the book back to front.
Blunt and powerful observations in the
stories are rather flattened in the
summaries in the introductory section. 
This book demonstrates in many ways
that planning is a step by step process.
Arthur Shadforth (originally from the
Borroloola area in the north) writes of
learning about how desert people have a
different environment and a different way
of living and using their environment.
“People in the bush already have steps to
manage land by.” They’ve got steps of
season; what time to get what. “And that’s
like planning. Planning for a cattle station
or if you are planning to look after rock-
holes. There are things you have to do at

community development workers in any
community setting across Australia. In
some of the stories too, the suggestions on
how to approach a situation (such as John
Tungku Tregenza on reading a community
meeting) could be useful anywhere.
Planning for Country has many great
photographs of people engaged in plan-
ning activities. The literacy expectation is
quite high but the English is free of jargon
and the vocabulary consistent. The book
is well set out and fully finished with
notes on contributors, an index and a list
of references and selected reading. 
Planning for Country: Cross-cultural
approaches to decision-making on
Aboriginal lands, jukurrpa books, 2002,
rrp $45. Available at all good bookstores,
or from IAD Press; telephone 08 8951
1334.

different times of the year that go step by
step.” But traditional people don’t see the
connection easily. “If you put it in words
and paper it’ll show. But they tell you, ‘oh,
that’s different,’ because it’s written in
words, paper.”
‘Simply talking’ is so basic to the planning
process that it is often overlooked as a
method in itself, the editors state in intro-
ducing the methods section. But talking is
far from simple when facilitator and
participants don’t have a shared language.
There’s suggestions here on approach and
expression, and emphasis on travel on
country as an essential planning tool. 
The contributors offer a range of views on
visual communication tools and the
editors suggest how to use these in
conjunction with talk. Movable objects
like stones and pretend money are impor-
tant, they write, so an idea is not ‘fixed’
before others agree with it. There’s loads
of helpful advice; for example, “construc-
tions like ground maps should be large so
that people can stand around to observe
or contribute”. Obvious once it’s said but
it’s easy to imagine being caught out if
you’ve never seen a ground map.
The methods section is a series of activi-
ties that have been effective in pursuit of
a specific outcome; e.g. sharing the expe-
riences of small groups with a bigger
group. A note refers the reader to the
‘stories about planning’ that include this
method. Each method is laid out on one
page next to a full-page drawing; poten-
tially a quick reference for both facilitator
and participants during a meeting. While
the book is fully located in central
Australia, this section could be useful for

Reconciliation
stories from the
grass roots 
Lighting the Way: Reconciliation Stories by
Dianne Johnson 

Anthropologist Dianne Johnson writes
that she didn’t have to look hard or far for
reconciliation stories. She directs this
book against the credo that the reconcili-
ation process has stalled since the Council
for Aboriginal Reconciliation ceased on 1
January 2001. “Countless numbers of us,
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Internet sites:

http://www.livelihoods.org
http://www.dfid.org.uk
http://www.care.org

Organic recycling
h t t p : / / w w w. p i t c o u n c i l . c o m . a u / 1
Landmanage/mulching.html
Picture story about mulching at Umuwa,
produced by the Pitjantjatjara Council
Resource Centre.

http://www.ecorecycle.vic.gov.au/frames
_organics.asp
Victoria’s garden organics marketing
program

http://www.ecorecycle.vic.gov.au/pdf/
GuideToBestPractice.pdf
Guide to composting green organics

http://idh.vita.org/pubs/docs/uc.html
Understanding composting 

http://www.whitneyfarms.com/guide/
faqs/faq_soil.shtml
Frequently asked questions about soil and
composting

In print
marnta, the second issue of this vibrant
quarterly magazine of Indigenous news
and current affairs is in  newsagents now,
$6.95, subscriptions $27 for four issues,
http://www.marnta.com, telephone (08)
9021 1149, email marnta@kado.com.au.

Commonwealth Regional Information
Directory 2002 – 2003.
Information about Federal Government
programs and services for people living in
regional and rural Australia. Telephone
1800 026 222 (freecall) for a copy.

On the phone
ACCC Indigenous Information Line, 1300
303 143, 9.00am to 5.00pm EST, Monday
to Friday.
The Australian Competition and
Consumer Commission is an independent
statutory authority that promotes compe-
tition and fair trading. The ACCC has an
information line for consumers and busi-
nesses.  ACCC staff can explain your
rights and obligations. http://www.accc.
gov.au .

Commonwealth Regional Information
Service, freecall 1800 026 222, 9.00am to
6.00pm EST, Monday to Friday.
For answers to questions about Federal
Government services and programs. Tele-
phone here to find out where (which
department or agency) to take your
enquiry.

Welfare Rights Centres
Adelaide, telephone: (08) 8226 4123,
1800 246 287

Brisbane, telephone: (07) 3847 5532,
1800 358 511
Darwin, telephone: (08) 8982 1111
Perth, telephone: (08) 94 32 9790
Townsville, telephone: (07) 4721 5511
Assistance to individuals with Social
Security or Centrelink problems. For
other regional centres, see
http://www.welfarerights.org.au/about/in
dex.html

On the internet
The Regional Entry Point, http://www.
regionalaustralia.gov.au 
Directory of links to Federal Government
programs and services. Also, a regional
events calendar, non-government links
and community discussion groups.

GrantsLINK, http://www.grantslink.
gov.au 
Information on Commonwealth funding
programs. You do not need to know
which government departments offer
grant funding. Search for grants programs
with your project in mind. Communities
without internet facilities can telephone
1800 026 222 (freecall) for information
on the GrantsLINK site.

Regional Solutions Program, http://www.
regionalsolutions.gov.au 
Federal Government  program to assist
capacity building and implement develop-
ment opportunities in regional, rural and
remote areas. Grants of between $1000
and $500,000 are available to not-for-
profit organizations or local government.
Telephone 1800 026 222 (freecall).

Sustainable Livelihoods
Department for International Develop-
ment, DFID (1999) Sustainable
Livelihoods Guidance Sheets. 
Neefjes (2000) Environments and liveli-
hoods: strategies for sustainability.
Barnett (2001) “Looking at household
energy provision in a new way: the
sustainable livelihoods approach” in Boil-
ing Point No.46.
Department for International Develop-
ment, DFID (2000) A sustainable
livelihoods approach to drought and
water security. 
CARE (1999) Household livelihood secu-
rity in urban settlements CARE
International UK urban briefing notes.
Ashley and Hussein (2000) Developing
methodologies for livelihood impact
assessment: experience of the African
Wildlife Foundation in East Africa. 
Chambers R. and Conway G (1992)
Sustainable rural livelihoods; practical
concepts for the twenty-first century. Insti-
tute of Development Studies Discussion
Paper No. 296. 
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ordinary folk – the people’s movement”
have not stalled, she writes.
Each story is about one or several individ-
uals but the perspective is clearly the
author’s. The focus is local and immedi-
ate. Most stories tell of cathartic
experiences as Indigenous and, more
usually, non-Indigenous individuals move
from ignorance to understanding. Many
include careful detail about the process of
people shifting from paralysis to deter-
mined action. 
However, the writing style is cloying and
verging on sentimentality. The urge to
resolution and closure is so strong that,
despite the chronicling of the horrors of
Australia’s recent past, the stories have
the character of a group hug; a bit stifling
for all their warmth. Does reconciliation
have to be so neat? Couldn’t we sit with
complexity? But, this is an easy read that
could be just the ticket for non-Indige-
nous Australians who may be open to new
understandings but who just don’t get it,
yet.

The stories are well referenced to contem-
porary histories, colonial memoirs, key
reports, oral histories and songs. 
One story “The Clasping Hand” tells of
the making of a huge hand, sculptured in
sand, which appeared on the dry bed of
the Todd River in Alice Springs in
September 2000. The sculptor Julie
Taylor was inspired by her experience in
assisting a group of young women to
construct a keeping place at Kintore as
part of a CAT education and training
program. Among the people to help in
shifting and shaping the tonnes of sand
were Charlie Maher, then Students
Services Officer at CAT, and students
Reuben Smith, Michael Dodd and
Kenneth Getawan.
Lighting the Way: Reconciliation Stories,
The Federation Press, Sydney, 2002, rrp
$29.95, telephone 02 9552 2200,
http://www.federationpress.com.au.

Kathie Rea



Our place is published three times a year by the
Centre for Appropriate Technology Inc.

To join the mailing list, email ourplace@icat.org.au,
or telephone (08) 8951 4311.

BUSH TECH BRIEFS
BUSH TECH BRIEFS tell you what we’ve learnt about working with
technology in remote communities. Many are fact sheets.
Some summarise emerging issues.

Four BUSH TECH BRIEFS are published in each issue of Our place.

Issue 1/2002

BUSH TECH BRIEF #1
Hot Water

BUSH TECH BRIEF #2
Renewable Energy

BUSH TECH BRIEF #3
Stormwater Harvesting

BUSH TECH BRIEF #4
Rainwater Harvesting

Issue 2/2002

BUSH TECH BRIEF #5
Gas Fittings

BUSH TECH BRIEF #6
Carbon Farming

BUSH TECH BRIEF #7
Feasibility of gas and dual fuel

BUSH TECH BRIEF #8
How to get a telephone

BUSH TECH BRIEFS #9 to
#12 are in the centre of this
issue. 

BUSH TECH BRIEF #9
Disinfecting a rainwater
tank

BUSH TECH BRIEF #10
Creek crossings

BUSH TECH BRIEF #11
Maintaining your air
conditioner

BUSH TECH BRIEF #12
Choosing the right door

For a copy of BUSH TECH
BRIEFS #1 to #8, please tele-
phone CAT on (08) 8951 4311.
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BUSH TECH BRIEF #2Renewable energy in remotecommunities

Introduction:
At first sight it makes perfect sense to use renewable energy, such assolar power, in remote communities throughout Australia. There is cer-tainly plenty of sun around. But a study completed by CAT and ACREfound there are a range of barriers to the successful use of renewableenergy technology in remote communities. 
This Bush Tech explores barriers to renewable energy and looks atwhat can be done to improve the situation.

Background
People need access to energy to provide services such as lighting,refrigeration, cooling, heating, communications and cooking. Access toreliable and cost effective energy services helps to enhance the healthand well being of remote Indigenous communities. 
In small communities electricity is often used to provide basic needs,perhaps to run a fridge, freezer, some lights, a fan, washing machineand a television, video or stereo.  In some places power may be need-ed to run workshop equipment such as a welder or power tools. Otherfuel sources such as wood and gas are used to provide heating andcooking needs. Solar hot water systems are also common.
Many small communities use diesel generators to provide electricity.This technology is well known and generally found to be reliable, how-ever the disadvantages lie in the expense to run the equipment andnoise factors etc.
In recent years, many remote communities have used renewable ener-gy systems including photovoltaic or wind standalone systems and var-ious hybrid configurations with diesel generators. 

Challenging the Technology
There are Indigenous communities that have had positive experienceswith renewable energy over long periods, resulting in large diesel fuelsavings, reduced fuel transportation problems and access to cleanpower 24- hrs a day. 
However, there are many others that have tried renewable energy sys-tems with limited success. 
Remote communities can present challenging environments for tech-nology. Depending upon the region, a renewable energy system maybe subject to a range of environmental factors including extremes oftemperature, infiltration of dust, sand, insects and other vermin, humid-ity, tropical cyclones and lightning strikes. These environmental factorshave contributed to the failure of renewable energy systems in remotecommunities.

The remoteness of many communities means they are far removedfrom the technical service support available to people living closer tomajor regional centres. In addition, community members have general-ly not had access to training in order to sustain renewable energyequipment at a local level. As a result, the capacity to sustain renew-able energy technologies in remote communities has come at a cost.

BUSH TECH BRIEF #1Hot Water

Hot water plays an important role in helping to prevent sickness in

communities. Washing with warm, soapy water is an effective

way of removing germs from the skin. This helps prevent the

spread of some diseases. It is also important for people to be able to

wash clothes and blankets. All items used in the preparation and eating

of food should be thoroughly washed with hot water to help prevent

sickness. A reliable source of hot water is necessary for people to be

able to do these important jobs. Unfortunately for a variety of reasons many people in remote

Indigenous communities lack access to an adequate and reliable sup-

ply of hot water. CAT has completed a project looking at hot water use

and the performance of different types of hot water systems in remote

communities. The project aimed to improve the delivery of hot water to

people living in remote communities and was funded by ATSIC and

supported by the Nganampa Health Council.
Several communities participated in the project including Kintore (NT),

Kalka and Wataru (AP Lands, SA), Napranum (FNQ) and Alice Springs

Town Camps (NT). Thanks to these communities for their participation.

Different types of hot water systems were trialled during the study

including:
• electric;
• heat pump;
• gas;
• solar (with electric boost);• solar (no boost) and • chipheaters.Manufacturers of hot water systems were approached and most pro-

vided hot water systems for use in the trial at a discounted price.

Systems were installed at community members’ houses. Computerised

measuring equipment was fitted to measure quantities such as the

water temperature, power consumption and amount of hot water used.

CAT staff visited and checked each installation every three months dur-

ing the trial. 

What we learned
Hot Water Use 

The study found that on average the amount of hot water used by each

person living in a remote Indigenous community is roughly the same as

that used by other people in Australia.  The main difference between remote Indigenous households and

households in other parts of Australia was that the population of remote

Indigenous households often changed significantly during the year due

to visiting friends and relatives. As the number of people in the house

changed so did the amount of hot water consumed. This variability in

demand makes it harder to choose a hot water system that will suit the

needs of a household throughout the year.Running Cost of SystemsThe study compared the running cost of different types of systems. A

measure of the running cost of a system is the cost of the energy used

to provide a given amount of hot water (say 100 Litres) at 60°C. The

running cost does not include costs associated with maintaining or

repairing systems.  Figure 1 summarises the estimated running costs

for different hot water technologies.Running cost relates to the efficiency of a system and the unit price of

the energy source (i.e. electricity, gas, wood, energy from the sun). In

some communities the cost of electricity is subsidised. This means the

price community members pay for electricity is less than the actual cost

of providing the electricity. For hot water systems that use el

graph shows estimated running co t
(16c/kWh) and a
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500L SETTLING TANK WHICH SERVES AS A LARGEINTERCEPTOR PRIOR TO LARGE STORAGE TANKS.
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BUSH TECH BRIEF #4Rainwater harvesting (continued)

water to be functional. For an adequate first flush, the roof needs 2mm

of rainfall over the whole roof area to effectively wash dust and con-

tamination off the catchment area (Wade 1998). For example, for a roof

area of 100 square metres the amount of water to be captured as ‘first

flush’ would be 200 litres.
Some communities have put a number of interceptors on the one build-

ing to divert enough water to be effective. These interceptors need to

be emptied after each rain. Self-emptying interceptors are available but

have not lasted well.
A sediment or settling tank prior to the collection tank which can catch

all the first flush on communities can serve as an effective interceptor4.

Inside the sediment tank should be a baffle so that all the debris is

forced to the bottom of the settling tank. The overflow from the settling

tank can then fill the collection tanks. One benefit of this design is that

the sediment tank can be emptied after a number of rains, saving more

water. Less maintenance is required as it is not imperative to empty the

first flush device after every rain.

Guttering
The guttering should be wide, ideally a minimum of 100 mm diameter.

The width is necessary to cope with the volumes of water during tor-

rential rain.
Semi-circular guttering is recommended. These gutters are commonly

known as ‘self cleaning’ gutters. The self-cleaning description is mis-

leading because they do not self-clean they are merely more efficient

at moving debris from inside the gutter than conventional square

shaped gutters. In the square shaped gutters, leaves, dust and debris

can catch onto the corners of the gutters and block up the flow way. 
“Gutter guard” generally does not work very well in remote communi-

ties. The guard often breaks and catches debris. There are some alter-

natives which attach to the downpipe and separate debris from the

water flow5.

Seal the system
The system needs to be insect-proof. Water provides a suitable breed-

ing ground for mosquitoes in particular. Recently, Murray Valley

Encephalitis has been detected in the central desert so it is important

to keep the system insect–proof. Mesh over all inlets and outlets can

keep all insects out.  Mesh should be stainless steel and robust. Many

plastic mesh outlet plugs have fallen out or broken because they are

not strong.
Seal the water tanks so that insects, small animals, birds and sunlight

can not enter (this will also help minimise the growth of algae)Choices
Whilst this design makes the system as robust and low maintenance as

possible, it is not maintenance-free. Ongoing maintenance includes

regularly cleaning the gutters to remove leaves, animal or bird remains,

dust and other debris. The settling tank should be emptied out regular-

ly.

Challenges
Health is always a concern for people drinking rainwater. While there

are many water borne diseases which can make people very sick, the

best way to look after the water is to keep the catchment clean. Many

monitoring tests have been completed on rainwater and bacteria which

can cause gastroenteritis are frequently found, such as Shigella,

Camphylobacter, Salmonella and E.coli (Simmons et al 2001). It is

important to maintain the tank and catchment area to reduce the pos-

sibility of any adverse health effects.
Future directions

Additional information: 
“Guidance on the use of rainwater tanks” (1998) by David A Cunliffe,

National Environmental Health Forum Monographs, Water Series No 3.

South Australian Health Commission.
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BUSH TECH BRIEF #3
Operation Desert Stormwater

Harvesting
Introduction

On any typical day in Kalka or Pipalyatjara in the Anangu Pitjantjatjara

(AP) lands, if you take a stroll through the community you may see

groups of people sitting, meeting and camping on earthen mounds

around some of the houses. Some of the mounds have trees planted

on them for shade, wind breaks and shelter (Possible future uses

include food and firewood). The trees enhance public contact and pro-

mote communication, an important aspect of building social capital, as

well as making the community a nicer looking place. 

There is a lot more to these mounds than meets the eye though, they

are not just “ornamental”. Earthen mounds or ponded banks help to

control the flow of stormwater to prevent flooding in the community.

They act as water banks after a rainfall event. A valuable resource: rain-

water, an asset to the community, which would otherwise be left

untapped, is harvested for use for vegetation projects.  Water is hard to

come by in many Indigenous communities, we can’t afford to waste it.

Erosion and damage to the landscape is prevented by channelling the

water and helping to reduce the speed of its flow. Mounds can  function

as fences and help to define and enlarge the living space around peo-

ple’s homes. By providing a better furnished yard area, they help to

reduce functional crowding. They also  keep cars a safe distance away.

Most importantly, they help to reduce dust nuisances which contribute

to illnesses such as trachoma. Not bad for a humble pile of dirt!

Mike Last (a landscaping consultant), assisted by Nganampa Health,

has done extensive work in the Anangu Pitjantjatjara/Yankunytjatjara

lands. Mike has 35 years of experience and his work dates back to the

early 1970s.  Stormwater harvesting has been carried out not only in

the Anangu Pitjantjatjara Lands, but Charles Nicholson and Wally

Edgecombe have implemented stormwater harvesting projects at

Karratha in the Pilbara also. Christian Blind Mission International fund-

ed the work in the AP lands as part of an eye health project.

As part of a Rio Tinto Fellowship program in 2001, organised by the

Centre for Appropriate Technology, Zoe Godjin reviewed the existing

technologies for water harvesting, commented on the advantages of

different methods, described examples where they are in use in

Indigenous communities and made recommendations for their imple-

mentation. 

Zoe suggested that while the mounds and ponded banks used at Kalka

and Pipalyatjara were working very successfully to solve a number of

different problems, these techniques should not be considered in isola-

tion. She recommended that other rainwater harvesting techniques

including rainwater harvesting from roads and airstrips, and rainwater

tanks had high potential. These additional techniques should be con-

sidered by any community where water is scarce. 

What is the use of stormwater harvesting? 

Harvesting of stormwater enables it to be collected for targeted reuse

rather than depending on natural aquifer recharge processes which

may operate over a longer timeframe and dissipate the water over a

larger area. Much of the water from rainfall events never makes it to the

aquifer. Instead, it remains close to the surface of the earth and evap-

orates easily. By channelling stormwater away from environmentally

sensitive areas, erosion can be prevented, and this in turn helps to pre-

vent dust nuisances during dry weather. Quantities of water required for

aquifer recharge are still captured for this purpose when stormwater

catchment systems designed for lower rainfall events overflow. 

Apart from preventing erosion and dust, stormwater can also be used

to replace potable water for non-critical applications such as evapora-

tive coolers and vegetation/landscaping projects. At present the sys-

tems used in the AP Lands are basically for landscaping and vegetation

only. There is a huge potential which exists for harvesting water for

other uses too, such as toilet flushing, washing clothes, bathing etc. 

Operation Desert Stormwater Success Stories

Contoured ponding banks have been successfully used at Kalka to

reduce the velocity of stormwater flowing off the catchments, allowing it

to disperse and percolate slowly into the soil instead of running off the

surface. Ponded banks were built approximately 400mm high with a

spilling point at one end. These banks or collection areas are staggered

to allow the water to be channelled from one to the other, or to a flood

out area. Banks can be constructed using a road grader and a laser

level, or alternatively the blade in front of a tractor can be used. 

At Kalka, a series of ponded banks alongside the paved road surface

is used to collect small quantities of stormwater runoff from the road.

Ponded banks are not applicable for use in all communities however.

Their applicability depends on the amount of stormwater which flows

into a community from the surrounding landscape as well as the

amount produced in the community. An assessment of the available

stormwater can be obtained from rainfall history and information about

creek flows and flooding in the local area. Observation of stormwater

damage in the local area also helps to determine the applicability of

ponded banks. 

In Pipalyatjara and Kalka in the AP Lands, sandy soil procured from

outside the community is used for the formation of mounds which serve

as a boundary around the perimeter of the house and help to prevent

dust problems. Bobcats, shovels, rakes and tractors are used to form

the preliminary shape and size of the mounds, which are later trodden

on to compact them and watered to form a hard surface top layer. Trees

or other vegetation may be planted on the mounds. The stormwater

which is diverted from the mounded areas can be directed to areas

where trees or other vegetation are planted, and this helps to reduce

dust around the community, prevent erosion and improve the appear-

ance.  

Rainwater has been harvested from roads at Kalka. The roads were

hardened with a roadbase material, and then graded at a shallow angle

to encourage sheets of water to run off into a series of ponded banks

along the road. This prevents large quantities of water from accumulat-

ing on the road, by diverting small quantities away at a time. 

What’s coming up on the horizon?

Mounds and ponded banks are tried and tested technologies at Kalka

and Pipalyatjara. Water has also been successfully harvested from

roads at Kalka, and some people are using rainwater tanks.  However,

in the future, new techniques may be used, such as storing water in

underground cells using the ‘Atlantis system’5. A simple alternative to

the Atlantis system for storing water underground is to dig a trench in

the ground, line it with plastic and then install a cover made of plastic

or tin etc. Greywater from kitchens or washing facilities could also be

BUSH TECH BRIEF #5
Gas fittings

Background
Gas is an option for for heating and cooking, especially onremote outstations where electricity is expensive and often notavailable. Research into stoves (1997) and hot water supply(2000) revealed several barriers to the use of gas in remoteareas. The performance of standard gas-bottle connections for45 kg cylinders is one such problem. CAT researchers heardmany complaints from Indigenous communities and pastoralproperties and so began investigating alternative connectionsthat were more convenient and safer to use.

Problems
• The standard gas-bottle connection in current use in remotecommunities consists of a hard-nose Prest-O-Lite (POL)connection into the cylinder with a rigid copper line into theregulator.  This line is called a ‘pig tail connection’ and supplieshigh-pressure gas. While the system is simple, it has anumber of drawbacks; 
• Left-hand thread, which can be confusing for inexperiencedusers

• Hard nose seal, which is easily damaged and has a tendencyto leak

• Fine thread, which is often stripped and usually requires seal-ing tape

• Changing cylinders requires tools, which can be time consum-ing and inconvenient
• Copper pig tails are easily broken or damaged, leading to gasleaks.

Successful trial for new fitting
A new fitting has been trialled succ f ll T
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MARK FLY, FIELD OFFICER WITH TJUWANPA RESOURCE AGENCY INSTALLS A FLEXIBLE PIG TAIL FITTING.

THE NEW FLEXIBLE PIG
TAIL FITTINGS IN
STAINLESS STEEL (LEFT)
AND RUBBER (MIDDLE).
THE RUBBER O-RINGS ON
THE FLEXIBLE FITTINGS
CAN BE CLEARLY SEEN.
THE RIGID COPPER PIG
TAIL (RIGHT) WOULD BE
BENT INTO A CURLY ‘PIG
TAIL’ SHAPE WHEN
INSTALLED.
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BUSH TECH BRIEF #6Carbon farmingLand management, or caring for country, is an important

cultural and economic activity for Indigenous landholders.

Activities such as revegetation and land rehabilitation are

taking place in an effort to address problems associated with land

degradation in and around communities or on lands formerly

used for other ventures, particularly pastoralism. 
The emerging economy of ‘carbon trading’ places economic

value on certain forms of land management. Might Indigenous

landholders benefit from participating in ‘carbon farming’ enter-

prises?  There are many questions to be asked and answered.

This Bush Tech brings together some of the issues to assist the

debate.

Background
Through the Kyoto Protocol, the international community has

formulated strategies for governments and industry to reduce net

global greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. Industries that emit

greenhouse gases (through factories, smelters etc.) will be

required to invest resources into ‘carbon sequestration’ projects.

Carbon sequestration is the absorption and storage of carbon

from the atmosphere by plants during photosynthesis. Such proj-

ects could include afforestation, reforestation, revegetation or

other changes to land use.The Kyoto Protocol proposes several mechanisms for ‘emissions

trading’. The most likely mechanism is an international market for

trade in ‘carbon credits’. Owners of new carbon sinks would

receive carbon credits for each tonne of CO2 equivalent

sequestered. Carbon credits could then be sold to emitters and

used to authorise their emissions. This system would place a

direct economic value on activities, such as revegetation, which

lead to increased ‘sequestration’ of atmospheric carbon. 
Questions

The formation of emissions trading markets in Australia largely

depends upon whether Australia signs up to the Kyoto Protocol.

The Commonwealth Government is yet to make a decision on the

establishment of a national emissions trading system. Participa-

tion in any formal international emissions trading market is

unlikely to be possible until 2008. Under current rules only carbon

sequestered in the first commitment period (2008 to 2012) will be

eligible.
Assuming that Australia does participate in an emissions trading

market, there are many additional questions for Indigenous land-

holders. 
• From an ecological perspective, which regions or land types

would be suited to ‘carbon farming’ according to the trading

rules?
• Is participation in emissions trading economically viable for

Indigenous landholders?• What benefits and/or impacts does participation in emissions

trading present for Indigenous land management?
• Are there management models that could be used to make

best use of opportunities?
Study brief

CAT, in conjunction with EcoCarbon and the CRC for Green-

house Accounting, carried out a preliminary assessment of the

potential of ‘carbon farming’. The study included contributions

from the Indigenous Land Corporation (ILC), WA Conservation

and Land Management (CALM) and emissions trading expert

Tony Beck. The work was funded by ATSIC. The study consid-

ered issues under the following headings.
• Applicability

Assessment of the degree to which Indigenous controlled

lands in remote regions are suitable for ‘carbon farming’. 

• Feasibility and ImpactsPreliminary assessment of the economic feasibility of Indige-

nous participation and identification of possible social and

environmental benefits and impacts. 

• Implementation StrategiesProposal of models to facilitate the implementation of ‘carbon

farming’ enterprises on Indigenous lands. This included an

assessment of institutional, organisational and administrative

requirements, and discussion of risk.What we found
Applicability
The main activity that will be allowed under the Kyoto Protocol is

reforestation (or afforestation) on land that was not forested in

1990. This often will be in the form of plantations. For some

Indigenous landholders, plantation development may be a valid

option if the resources and infrastructure are available. 
Revegetation (i.e. establishing vegetation other than trees) will

be allowed but there is uncertainty as to the rules for accounting

carbon stored by such activities. There is also potential for includ-

ing de-stocking of land or other forms of land use change that

result in increased sequestration. This offers perhaps the great-

est opportunity for Indigenous landholders, particularly those

taking over pastoral properties. However, Australia is yet to

declare whether it will include revegetation or land-use change

activities within the Kyoto process. A desktop study revealed only limited data on carbon storage

within rangelands throughout Australia. This introduced a signifi-

cant level of uncertainty. The study found there may be potential

for carbon farming activities in areas of remote Western Australia,

Northern Territory and South Australia. Regions in Queensland

were not considered owing to a lack of accessible data on carbon

storage but there may be potential in that state.
Specific regions aside, the areas with the highest potential for

carbon farming are:• Degraded lands (though severely degraded lands may need

significant effort to achieve potential);• Land where vegetation has been thinned;
• Areas that have the highest rainfall, especially if developing

plantations; and• The largest properties, particularly if undertaking de-stock-

ing/rehabilitation as this will provide an area large enough to

compensate for low per-hectare sequestration rates.
Feasibility and impactsEconomics

Analysis carried out by CALM in Western Australia made esti-

mates of likely commercial returns from carbon sequestration

projects in WA, using a variety of species. Of particular interest

for this study, was consideration of Mallee eucalypts and non-

commercial (Landcare) species, often used for land rehabilita-

tion. The study found sequestration rates for these species to be

around 30 tonne/hectare over a 30-year period, or about one

tonne of carbon/hectare/year. This was consistent with expected

sequestration rates in arid and semi-arid regioour place 2/20
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BUSH TECH BRIEF #8How to get a telephone

Background
Access to a telephone is especially important for people living in
remote, isolated communities. The telephone allows people to
use services, stay in touch with friends and family, and also to get
help in an emergency. 
Having said this, many people living in remote communities don’t
have access to a telephone. Figures provided by Telstra to a
Study into Telecommunications in Remote Indigenous Communi-
ties estimates that only one in ten people in Indigenous commu-
nities subscribe to a fixed service, compared with five in ten
persons in Australia as a whole. Public payphones are a very popular way of accessing the tele-
phone.  However, Telstra generally only provides public
payphones to communities that have 20 adults or more. This
means that many small communities, such as outstations and
homelands, cannot get a public payphone. For these communi-
ties, the options are a home telephone or a privately operated
payphone. If a private payphone service is considered, then
customers have a choice of payphone terminals and what tariff
they charge users.
This BushTech explains how people can get a home telephone
service connected under the Commonwealth Government’s
Universal Service Obligation (USO). It also outlines the various
costs involved in getting a telephone connected. The Universal
Service Obligation (USO) ensures that everyone in Australia can
have access to telephone services (public or household) wher-
ever they live. Telstra is the primary service provider of services
under the USO.  

Whose house, whose phone?Public payphones are located in places that are accessible to
anyone. However, Telstra will install a home telephone service in
someone’s house. If a home phone is to be shared with people
who do not live in the house, then community members will need

to discuss how these people will be able to access the phone,
and how they will help pay the bills!An application for the telephone service is usually made by the
person, or family, who has the house where the telephone is to
be installed. These people will receive the bills. Sometimes the telephone service can be in the name of a
community organisation. The bills would be received by the
administrator.   

How much will it cost?
There is no simple answer to this question. The actual cost of
getting the telephone connected will be different for each commu-
nity. 
There are a number of items that householders or communities
may be expected to pay: 

Network Extension Fee 
Some remote communities don’t have any telephone infrastruc-
ture installed (cable or radio towers, etc.). In these situations,
Telstra needs to install extra equipment to extend the reach of its
network to the community. In such cases, Telstra may charge a
Network Extension Fee. This charge is capped to a maximum of
$1,540. Most remote communities that don’t have an existing
telephone service will need to pay the Network Extension Fee.
There may be cases where communities that are close to an
existing service will pay a lower Network Extension Fee.Trenching Costs 

Telstra lays an underground cable to connect the house to the
telephone network. For many remote communities this cable will
run from the house to a nearby radio tower. The householder or
community needs to organise and pay the costs of having a
trench dug. Members of the community or a local CDEP crew canour place, 2/2002

our place, 2/2002
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BUSH TECH BRIEF #7
Feasibility of gas and dual fuel

Background

Recently CAT investigated the feasibility of using an emerging

technology, the gas micro-turbine, We also looked at the use of

gas and dual fuel (gas & diesel) generators to power remote

communities and meet their energy needs. 

Many remote communities still do not have a reliable and cost

effective source of electricity. And, importantly, using the most

efficient fuels and machines for generating electricity will reduce

greenhouse emissions.

What we found

Aided by field visits, we identified advantages and disadvantages

with all types of power generation. 

On visits to Standley Bore, Al Yuen, Hamilton Downs Youth Camp

and Stanley Chasm, we asked residents a few questions about

their power systems.  These were:

• How much does it cost to run? 

• How much did it cost to install it?

• How much does it cost to do maintenance?

• What problems do you have with their current system?

• Are you happy with your system?

• Are your power needs being met?

• Is maintenance an issue with your unit?

• How reliable is your power?

• What do you want?

Problems revealed

After sourcing this information from communities, many problems

were revealed:  

• The costly use of gas to power a small community where no

other power supply was available.

• Communities are not making use of the diesel fuel rebate for

off-road use (38.143 c/litre)

• Gas distributors are not able to supply large quantities of gas

to remote communities cost effectively

• Technical knowledge of gas/ dual fuel/ microturbines is mini-

mal in remote areas

• The cost of maintenance is very high and done irregularly,

which results in reduced life of systems

• Gas service and warranty contracts are sometimes misunder-

stood, leading to uneconomical arrangements

• There are situations where gas was cheap upon installation of

equipment but after a few years the cost per litre increased to

become dearer than diesel

• Training is not appropriate or adequate for maintenance staff

and residents.

Other insights from our investigation were:

• The better you maintain equipment the more reliable it

becomes and the longer it lasts

• Large LPG fuel storage tanks (bulk storage) reduce the

number of times gas suppliers need to fill up; however it is

difficult for remote communities to get access to this service.

Most gas suppliers will travel only on sealed roads.

Safety when using gas

Gas (LPG) is designed to be transported and used in pressure

vessels and lines at all times. So if you smell gas leaking, turn it

off immediately and call in a qualified person to repair the

damage. A leak can easily lead to an accident. Leaks also waste

gas and it can be a long drive to get another full cylinder.

Bulk storage for domestic use?

Bulk storage of gas is difficult as suppliers do not find it profitable

to deliver gas to remote areas. Gas suppliers would prefer to fill

bulk tanks four or more times a year to make it profitable. They

would like to deliver a full truckload of LPG but this far exceeds

the gas consumption of small to medium communities. If commu-

nities decide to install bulk storage of gas, it is worth thinking

about purchasing the container rather than leasing it, as this may

be cheaper. This way, communities can negotiate with the gas

suppliers a reasonable price and may only need the container to

be filled once a year.  Note that if you buy a bulk storage

container, this will need to be tested every ten years. Reticulation

of gas to houses may need gas meters at each house to deter-

mine the usage and detect any leaks.

After investigating the pros and cons of bulk storage, it was found

that domestic gas for cooking, heating and hot water is best

obtained by using a 45kg cylinder beside the house. A 45kg

cylinder may be refilled or exchanged easily and then transported

by community transport rather than relying on gas distributors for

delivery. This also means that each house is accountable for its

own gas consumption. Households could keep two cylinders and

use an automatic change-over valve so that an empty cylinder

can be taken to town on your next trip, but the household is not

left without gas in the mean time.

Comparing the cost of gas and diesel 

The table overleaf compares the costs of power generation for

different fuels.  The figures are based on several 30kVA genera-

tors powered by diesel, gas, and dual fuel as well as diesel and

gas microturbines.  The table includes initial costs, installation

costs, servicing costs and fuel costs at Alice Springs.  The basis

for comparing costs of different modes of power generation is the

total cost per year.  This shows that the cheapest way to gener-

ate power in a remote area is with a diesel generator, if you

receive the diesel fuel rebate.  If gas were to be competitive with

this option, it would have to be available at around 40 cents per

litre, which is virtually unheard of in remote areas.

DIESEL GENERATOR — STILL THE CHEAPEST.

LPG CONTAINERS NEED TESTING EVERY TEN YEARS.

From bore pumps to painting tables, the CAT Workshop manu-
factures a wide range of products ideally suited for remote
locations.
The workshop also can help with custom-made solutions to your
queries. (see example on pages 12 & 13 inside)
Workshop products are for sale on a cost recovery basis. For
product specifications and prices, please telephone Linton Espie
at CAT on (08) 8951 4311.

Pictured is the Shower & Laundry Facility

The hygienic Shower & Laundry Facility is made of modular
panels that are bolted to a slab, which is cast on-site.
Features are:

• Easy to transport
• Easy to construct
• Easy repairs and maintenance
• Exposed spoon drain for easy maintenance
• No power required
• Deep tub for washing babies
• Ample space for a washing machine
• Easy to connect to CAT Rocket chip heater

Sold as a kit for easy transport. Kit weight 680kg. For
specifications and price, please telephone Linton Espie.
Ph: (08) 8951 4311   Fax: (08) 8951 4333
Email: workshop@icat.org.au

NEW CAT PUBLICATIONS
For a copy of these publications, please telephone CAT on
(08) 8951 4311.

Alyson Wright (2002), Sustainable water supplies for remote
communities of Indigenous people: The first step, water
conservation.
Water conservation technologies have been designed for an urban environ-
ment, where there is a market and a surface water source. Very little work has
been done to assess the viability of these technologies and their potential in
remote communities. Alyson Wright considers the concepts of safe and ade-
quate supplies and the perception that improved health outcomes rely on
increased water consumption patterns. 

The author was a CRC Water Quality and Treatment Summer Scholarship
holder, based at CAT and supervised by Robyn Grey-Gardner and Steve
Fisher.

CAT (2002), Submission to the inquiry into capacity building
in Indigenous communities.
The CAT Submission to the House of Representatives Standing Committee on
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Affairs Inquiry. (see story page 11 this
issue).


